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at the conclusion that the results obtained for the solar 
and lunar actions did not exclude each other, but that 
both sun and moon were concerned in the changes of the 
earth's magnetic intensity ; and that possibly the varia
tions in the character of the single oscillations were due 
to tl1c sun and moon sometimes acting in the same and 
sometimes in opposite directions ; just as in the case of 
the oceanic tides, for which the differences would be even 
greater were the solar more nearly equal to the lunar 
action. 

This conclusion is put to the test ; the mean variations 
dn1ved from the observations for each of two successive 
years are calculated for periods of 26, of 27'31 and of 29'53 
days, the two latter being the times of the lunar, tropical, 
and synodical revolutions respectively. The variations 
for each of these three periods corresponding to the posi
tions of the moon and of a given solar meridian for each 
day of the year are then added together; the sums should 
represent the total actions of the two bodies for each day, 
and if no other causes are in question, they should agree 
with the observed variations. 

I have 5hown that when the calculated results are pro
jected so as to form a red curve, on the same mean line 
as a black curve representing the observations, the two 
agree very nearly with each other throughout the two 
years. The different durations and ranges of single oscil
lations, and the total disappearance of the latter in certain 
months, are found to be produced, as was supposed, by 
the greater or lesser agreement or opposition of the three 
actions. 

These results demonstrate, I think, not only that 
the sun's rotation and the moon's revolutions produce 
variations of the earth's magnetic force, but that all the 
marked variations are really due to these causes. 

There appears te be one exception to the generality of 
this conclusion, in sudden great changes, generally dimi
nutions, of the earth's magnetism, which appear of variable 
magnitude "nd apparently at irregular intervals. I 
have examined these cases, and find that if a consider
able diminution of intensity happen suddenly when a 
given solar meridian is in the same plane with the earth, 
that a similar sudden diminution generally occurs twenty
six days or some multiple of twenty-six days after, when 
the same solar meridian and the earth are again in the 
same plane. In one case the sudden loss of force begins 
five tin1es in succession at the exact interval of twenty-six 
days. 

If we examine these cases of successive disturbance 
when a given solar meridian arrives opposite the earth, 
we are induced to conclude either that the solar action 
exists only for this position, that is to say, that the earth 
is its cause ; or that the action is continuous, but, unlike 
light and heat, is propagated only in one direction (or 
plane) ; or, which seems more probable, that the medium 
through which these actions are transmitted proceeds 
from the sun, is not uniformly distributed around it, nor 
always distributed in the same way. This idea may aid 
in fxplaining many facts in terrestrial magnetism for 
which hitherto no clue has existed. 

We arrive then at the conclusions that the variations 
of the daily mean magnetic force are due to causes ex
ternal to the earth, depending on the sun's and moon's 
motions ; that all the principal variations of this force 
can be calculated approximately for each day in twelve 
months on the hypothesis that the actions of these bodies 
are throughout the year for the same positions 
relative to the earth ; and that the great magnetic dis
turbances !accompanied by the aurora borealis) are due 
to actions 'proceeding from certain parts of the sun's 
surface, since so many of them repeat themselves at inter
vals of twenty-six days, when the same solar point returns 
opposite the earth. It appears from other investigations 
that the sun's rotation produces marked effects on our 
atmosphere. J. ALLAN BROUN 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN SCHOOLS 

WE have received the following important commu
nications on this subject:-· 

Dr. Watts has shown in last week's NATURE, p. 3rr, 
how the Regulations of the Oxford and Cambridge 
Schools Examination Board affect injuriously the in
terests of science in certain schools, viz., those in which 
boys have "studied science instead o; the older well
established subjects of classics and mathematics." 

But it is fair to say that these are not the schools 
which are common in the country, even if they are to be 
found at all ; and the business of the Board was rather 
to examine effectively what schools profess to teach, than 
to direct their studies into a new line. 

I do not think, or mean to say, that the Board and the 
headmasters, who are believed to have influenced its 
regulations, have acted in the interests of science alto
gether ; but the way they have damaged its interests in 
all the principal schools of the country is not by making 
it "a refuge of fools," as Dr. Watts suggests. 

I will, with your permission, point out how the Regu
lations affect the position of science at Rugby and similar 
schools. · 

The main inducement a boy has to go in for a cer
tificate is to be excused the " Little go," if he is going to 
Cambridge; or"Responsions," if he is going to Oxford. To 
be excused any part of the Little go he must pass in Latin, 
Greek, Elementary Mathematics, and Scripture Know
ledge ; to be excused the whole of it, he must also pass 
in Additional Mathematics. And since four subjects are 
all that is required, these four or five are all that he will 
take up. To be excused Responsions, he must pass in 
Latin, Greek, and Elementary Mathematics, and in some 
one other subject. Naturally, he selects the easiest. This 
will be French, or Scripture Knowledge, or History, or 
English, according to his tastes. That the three last of 
these subjects are easier than any Natural Science is cer
tain. All boys know something of them ; they are not 
wholly new to any boy, and it is at any rate commonly 
believed here that boys have passed and obtained distinc
tions in them with very great ease. And boys have pro
bably learned French for the last eight years of their lives. 

It follows that boys destined for Oxford who know 
something of science do not take it up, as it would be 
profitless to do so, unless it is distinctly easier to them 
than any other subject they could select as a fourth sub
ject; and boys destined for Cambridge do not take it 
at all. 

It should also be observed that though the examina. 
tion papers last year were very easy, yet the range they 
cover is rather large. What does " the Elementary Parts 
of Inorganic Chemistry" mean? This can only he dis
covered by a study of the examination papers. And 
certainly the wording is loose enough to enable the ex
aminers to set harder papers, if it is found that the 
boys can do them. 

The only important alteration in the description of the 
examination in Natural Science that I would make is a 
very obvious one, and one that might at once be made if 
any of the headmasters on the Committee would care to 
ascertain and represent to the University Board the in
terests of science at schools. It is to divide Group IV. 
like Group II., making the present part the elementary 
subjects, and adding to it an additional subject, viz., a 
practical examination in analysis (inorganic, qualitative), 
as necessary to be passed by those who wish to gain 
honours in science. To make this change would at any 
rate be a guide to a sound opinion on teaching science, 
though, while the grouping remains as it is, few boys 
will trouble the examiners. 

The study of science at schools has now, it seems to 
me, entered on a fresh and not altogether unhealthy 

I phase. Ten or twelve years ago there was an outcry for 
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it, and it was introduced into public schools, and pro
tected and nursed and encouraged by scholarships at 
the On the whole it got quite as fair 
play and more favour than have expected. 
Now it is no longer nursed ; It IS left to find Its level. It 
is protected by regulations against the extinctive power 
of headmasters, and that is all. Meantime, the methods 
of teaching it are improving ; the supply of teachers is 
increasing; the number of scholarships at the Universi
ties is quite adequate to the demand for them ; and the 
examinations for them are very good. With these favour
able circumstances, and a slowly maturing opinion in the 
minds of most people that education in science is valuable 
as a part of training, I think we can afford not to be very 
impatient at the Regulations of the Universities Board, 
or at the strict neutrality of headmasters when the inte
rests of science are concerned. 

JAMES M. WILSON 

May I be allowed a few words with reference to some 
criticisms passed in last week's NATURE on the Regula
tions adopted by the " Oxford and Cambridge Schools 
Examination Board " in regard to science ? 

I flllly concur with the writer (Mr. N. M. Watts) that 
these Regulations and the two papers printed point to a 
low standard of scientific knowledge in our great schools. 
It must be borne in mind, however, that the Foard does 
not issue these Regulations as an ideal scheme of school 
work, but merely intend them to answer the existing state 
of the case. With the curriculum of any school they 
have nothing to do, their function being to appoint 
examiners to such schools as apply for them, leaving 
the schools free, within reasonable limits, to choose their 
subjects. 

Now granting Mr. Watts' premises that certificates can 
be obtained very cheaply by taking up two sciences 
instead of Latin and Greek, this would give an impetus 
to the study of those subjects in schools, resulting in a 
large flock of scientific candidates. 

Whether this has been the case, the following abstract 
from the examiner's report of last July shows:-

I Number of Can· Number who Number who 
Subjects. didates offering satisfied obtained 

the subject. distinction. 

Latin 438 308 37 
Greek 433 253 35 
French ... 5I 34 13 
Mathematics I 455 328 (Elementary) ) 
English ... 43 26 9 
History 305 234 8z 
Nat. Philosophy ( 

(Mechanical) 21 10 3 
Nat. Philosophy t 

(Chemical) ... z8 r6 3 
Botany 6 4 
Phys. Geogra-/ 

15 7 phyandElem.l 
Geology ... 

These results show that the number of candidates 
offering any branch of science is comparatively very 
small, only seventy out of a total of 461, of whom only 
thirty-seven succeeded in satisfying the examiners out of 
a total of 232; and of these thirty-seven only six suc
ceeded in gaining distinction. These figures show, I 
think, that in proportion to the time and attention given 
to science in the schools examined last July, the papers 
set were neither unreasonably easy nor difficult. I wish 
especially to point out that increasing the difficulty of 
obtaining certificates by help of science would tend as far 
as possible to exclude science from the school curriculum, 
while retaining a low standard encourages boys who have I 

gained a certain crude scientific culture in the lower forms, 
not, as is so often the case, to let it drop entirely on 
reaching the sixth. 

It does seem to me therefore wiser to commend the 
wisdom than to deplore the ignorance of the compilers of 
these Regulations, who aimed at testing the soundness of 
the small modicum of existing knowledge, rather than 
fixing a standard which would have practically acted as a 
prohibition of science. 

In considering the amount of knowledge to be expected 
from boys of eighteen, we must remember the time usually 
devoted to science work. The following will, as far as 
my experience goes, be not an unfair statement of the 
case. A bov commences Latin and French at about 
eight years of age, at the same time imbibing the first 
ideas of Mathematics in Elementary Arithmetic ; Greek 
(or German when it is substituted) at twelve or thirteen, 
and probably Euclid about the same age; Science seldom, 
if ever, before fourteen or fifteen. Thus the candidate 
offering himself for examination at eighteen has given 
ten years to Latin, six to Greek, and about three to 
Science, the number of hours in those three years given 
to Science being certainly less than that given to Greek. 
This programme would be true of certainly nine-tenths of 
our public school-boys who offer themselves for the exa
mination, the remaining tenth consisting of boys who at 
seventeen show a distinct aptitude for Science or Mathe
matics, and who then drop a large proportion of their 
classical work and are enabled to devote one-half of their 
time, or thereabouts, to their special subjects. The com
plaint might with more reason be urged by the classical 
boys proper against these specialised boys, who are 
allowed to gain their certificates too easily. When the 
necessity arises, the standard will doubtless be raised, 
perhaps, by a division (similar to that made in the Ma
thematical Group) into Elementary and Advanced Science, 
with a provision that only one elementary science can be 
taken up. 

Mr. Watts, in the article referred to, asks, rather con
temptuously, whether ''the knowledge of the composition 
of the air, the reasons for belief in the rotundity of the earth, 
the meaning of the words watershed, dip, &c., is the ut
most that can be demanded of a boy of eighteen who has 
studied science instead of the oldu well-established sub
jects of classics and mathematics." I hope I have shown 
that the standard of the examination papers was not too 
low for the candidates who offered themselves. With 
reference to the desirability of the change in our whole 
system of education to which Mr. Watts refers, I may be 
allowed to say that there is by no means at present an 
agreement even amongst science teachers that such a 
change is desirable. I refrain from opening up this very 
wide subject, because I feel that the experiment has not 
yet had a fair trial. 

Rugby LINN.IEUS CUM!IIING 

THE ORGANIC IMPURITIES OF DRINKING 
WATER 

O N Thursday last Prof. Frankland delivered a dis
course to the Fellows of the Chemical Society at 

Burlington House on the detection and analytical deter
mination of the organic impurities in potable waters. He 
said that the more his inquiries into the influence of water 
upon the public health had extended themselves the 
had he become convinced of the great importance th1s 
application of chemical analysis to the commumty 
large contending that in the interests of the pub!Jc 
health, the bringing to perfection of this of 
analysis was worthy of the greatest efforts ?f chemists .. 

The two chief objects to be in view m the af!-alysis 
of potable water are, firstly, the d1scovery of the evidence 
of past pollution by organic matter; and secondly, the 
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